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Abstract
Thanks to the unprecedented spectral resolution and sensitivity of the Soft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS)
to soft thermal X-ray emission, ASTRO-H will open a new discovery window for understanding young,
ejecta-dominated, supernova remnants (SNRs). In particular we study how ASTRO-H observations will
address, comprehensively, three key topics in SNR research: (1) using abundance measurements to unveil
SNR progenitors, (2) using spatial and velocity distribution of the ejecta to understand supernova explosion
mechanisms, (3) revealing the link between the thermal plasma state of SNRs and the efficiency of their
particle acceleration.
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1 Using ASTRO-H to Type Supernovae and Unveil their Progenitors
1.1 Background and Previous Studies
Unlike unresolved X-ray sources, supernova remnants (SNRs), because of their significant extent, have not
benefited from the high-resolution spectroscopic capabilities provided by the gratings on XMM-Newton and
Chandra. Indeed virtually all studies of SNRs have been carried out with CCD-type spectral resolution (i.e.,
E/∆E ∼ 10). This is sufficient to resolve He-like and H-like lines of the major elemental species (O, Ne,
Si), but it has not allowed us to perform true spectral analysis based on individual resolved emission lines.
This is especially frustrating for SNR aficionados, since SNR spectra are arguably among the most complex
in astrophysics with dependencies on elemental composition, electron temperature, ion temperature, ionization
and recombination timescales, turbulent and bulk velocity flows, and the significant presence of non-thermal
particle distributions. Thus high spectral resolution observations with ASTRO-H’s Soft X-ray Spectrometer
(SXS) will provide a huge “game-changing” leap forward for X-ray studies of SNRs.
As the principal production and dispersal sites of stellar and explosive nucleosynthesis, SNRs hold important
keys to our understanding of the numerous theoretical processes involved in the production of the chemical
elements (see Wallerstein et al. 1997 for an update of Burbidge et al. 1957). In general, however, this theory
has been tested largely against ensemble-averaged measurements, such as the relative abundance distribution
of the elements in various environments (e.g., solar), the atmospheres of stars, and so on. Nucleosynthesis is a
rich, complex field that involves many disparate processes operating in different environments and at different
phases of stellar evolution. Observational tests of specific model components, especially of the most energetic
processes, are woefully lacking. In particular, the processes that produce Fe and Fe-group elements and eject
them into the interstellar medium during the explosions of both core-collapse and thermonuclear supernovae
(SNe) are among the most poorly tested parts of the entire nucleosynthesis picture. X-ray studies of young
SNRs (see Vink 2012 and references therein for a review) can provide critical tests of the nucleosynthesis
picture especially as regards the production of Fe and Fe-group elements in specific individual examples of
core-collapse and thermonuclear SNe. In addition since the production of Fe and Fe-group elements is at the
heart of these explosions, they offer critical insights into the explosion processes in SNe.
Core-collapse (CC) SNe make up roughly three-quarters of all observed SNe. They come from stars more
massive than ∼8M and from a nucleosynthetic point of view are the dominant producers of O, Ne, and Mg,
although they do produce a broad spectrum of elemental species including the Fe-group. They leave compact
remnants in the form of neutron stars (or black holes for the most massive progenitors), while their gaseous
remnants tend to be highly structured with dense optically-emitting knots and typically more diffuse X-ray
features. It is known that the precipitating event for a CC SNe is the collapse of a stellar core, but the process
whereby the core rebounds and ejects the rest of the star is still poorly understood with at least two competing
ideas currently in vogue: neutrino-driven convection (e.g., Herant et al. 1994; Burrows, Hayes, & Fryxell 1995;
Kifonidis et al. 2000), including in its latest development the instability of the stalled shock (e.g., Blondin &
Mezzacappa 2006; Foglizzo, Scheck, & Janka 2006; Burrows et al. 2007; Scheck et al. 2008); and jet-induction
(e.g., Khokhlov et al. 1999). It is also the case that at present nucleosynthesis predictions still rely on spherically
symmetric models with an assumed neutron star/black hole “mass cut” (e.g., Woosley & Heger 2007).
The other main class of SNe are the thermonuclear or Type Ia SNe (SN Ia). These make up roughly one-
quarter of all SNe and are widely believed to result from the total incineration of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf
that grows close to the Chandrasekhar mass. How the star increases its mass is unknown; single degenerate
scenarios where the white dwarf accretes matter from a normal-star companion in a binary and double degen-
erate scenarios where two white dwarfs coalesce are the two favored possibilities. During the explosion about
half of the star’s mass is converted to 56Ni which decays to stable 56Fe. Even with hundreds of well-observed
type Ia SNe and the intense focus of the theoretical community over the past 15 years, the SN Ia explosion
process, i.e., how nuclear ignition occurs and the subsequent burning proceeds, remains an unsolved problem
(e.g., Ro¨pke, & Bruckschen 2008; Jordan et al. 2008). Models that most successfully reproduce optical spectra
of SNe Ia essentially parameterize the speed of the burning front through the star (e.g., Iwamoto et al. 1999).
These models also usually include a parameterized transition from a subsonic burning front (deflagration) to a
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supersonic burning front (detonation).
Observational results on the X-ray properties of young SNRs obtained to date, as important and relevant as
they are, suffer, fundamentally, from a lack of precision. CCD-type spectral resolution is unable to provide
accurate measurements of even the most basic thermodynamic quantities that characterize the plasma, i.e.,
electron temperature and the charge states of the relevant ions. This introduces large errors in relative abundance
measurements. Studies of dynamics are limited to only the most extreme speeds (1000’s of km s−1). Significant
advances require improved spectral resolution in order to resolve individual lines and derive plasma diagnostics
from line ratios.
Although the X-ray emission from SN ejecta provides powerful diagnostics of the progenitor’s nature, we
should keep in mind that what we see is only the part of the ejecta that has been shock-heated to X-ray emitting
temperatures. Our discussions, therefore, must be influenced by the dynamical state of the particular SNR
under study. In most young Type Ia SNRs (such as Tycho, SN 1006, and 0509−67.5), the reverse shock is still
propagating through the Fe-rich central region (where C-O has been burnt to nuclear statistical equilibrium),
while the other elements (Si, S, Ar, and Ca) at the outer incomplete Si-burning layer have already been fully
heated (e.g., Hwang & Gotthelf 1997; Warren & Hughes 2004). Therefore, the observed abundance ratios
between Fe and the intermediate mass species cannot be used to, for example, infer the transition density from
deflagration to detonation to which it is most sensitive. Similar issues of “hidden” or unshocked ejecta exist
for core-collapse SNRs, and in these cases the assumption of stratified ejecta will be even more untenable.
Nevertheless, ASTRO-H SXS spectra of young SNRs will allow us to determine the temperature and ionization
age of each species visible and thereby constrain the spatial variation of thermodynamic conditions throughout
the remnant. This will offer more “grist” to constrain hydrodynamical simulations, such as those of Badenes et
al. (2003, 2006).
1.2 Prospects & Strategy
Here we present three important scientific research topics that ASTRO-H can address regarding young supernova
remnants. Most of these require the high spectral resolution of the SXS.
1.2.1 Typing Ia supernovae from abundance measurements of their remnants: addressing the prompt
vs. delayed mechanisms
Original work on typing SNe from their remnants (Hughes et al., 1995) identified three SNRs in the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC) as originating from type Ia explosions using the gross difference in the expected
X-ray spectra of CC (more O-rich) vs. Ia (more Fe-rich) SNe. One of the candidates (SNR 0509−67.5) was
subsequently confirmed as a spectroscopic Ia by measurement of the light echoes from the original SN (Rest et
al., 2008a). Another of the candidate SN Ia remnants (N103B) is unusual in that it lies near a young, rich star
cluster in the LMC and appears to be interacting with dense circumstellar gas. There is also some disagreement
in interpretation between the Chandra ACIS spectro-imaging data (Lewis et al., 2003) and the XMM-Newton
integrated RGS spectrum (van der Heyden et al., 2002). Both studies find significant emission from oxygen,
silicon, and iron, as well as other species. van der Heyden et al. (2002) chose to interpret their global spectrum as
coming entirely from SN ejecta and concluded that the presence of large amounts of oxygen argued for a core-
collapse origin. On the other hand Lewis et al. (2003) found strong evidence for a shell-like remnant structure
in the emission from Si, S, and Fe, while the O emission was distributed in an entirely different manner and
was more closely correlated with the continuum. These authors argued that the oxygen emission was therefore
from a different component, namely the swept-up interstellar medium, and that the SN Ia hypothesis was still
viable and indeed preferred. Indeed the properties of N103B bear some resemblance to Kepler’s SNR, another
putative SN Ia remnant with interstellar interaction (Reynolds et al., 2007).
The Tycho SNR also shows light echoes (Rest et al., 2008b). Optical spectra of these have revealed the
originating SN to belong to the majority class of normal type Ia SN (Krause et al., 2008), a result that confirms
earlier predictions by Badenes et al. (2006) based on their interpretation of the X-ray spectrum of Tycho. For
the remnant mentioned above, 0509−67.5, on the other hand, light echo spectra showed that it belongs to the
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bright, highly energetic subclass of Type Ia explosions, similar to SN 1991T. This subclass is widely suspected
of producing a larger mass of 56Ni during the explosion, which, again, is consistent with the X-ray properties
of the remnant (Badenes et al., 2008a).
Studies of large samples of Type Ia SNe have revealed the need for at least two evolutionary paths to these
explosions: a prompt component (whose rate is proportional to the star formation rate) and a delayed one
(proportional to the total stellar mass) (e.g., Scannapieco & Bildsten 2005). It has been suggested (e.g., Aubourg
et al. 2008) that the prompt type could have progenitors that are relatively young massive stars with high
metallicity. Therefore, the single degenerate scenario is often linked to the prompt population, while the double
degenerate to the other. Moreover, recent systematic observations suggest that star-forming (and/or high-z)
galaxies tend to host bright Type Ia SNe (e.g., Howell et al. 2009; Sullivan et al. 2010), implying that single-
degenerate progenitors can more easily induce bright SNe. X-ray observations of SNRs offer a powerful test
of this hypothesis. Some Type Ia SNRs (e.g., Kepler, RCW 86, N103B) are suspected of being associated
with star-forming regions (e.g., Rosado et al. 1996; Chu & Kennicutt 1988). Do they belong to this recently
recognized subclass of Ia SNe (i.e., prompt)? There are already some pieces of evidence that Kepler and
RCW 86 have single degenerate origins (Williams et al., 2011, 2012). These important questions and details
are best addressed with ASTRO-H.
For completeness we note that Chandra has revealed other, older Magellanic Cloud SNRs to be type Ia based
on the composition of the ejecta contained within their interiors: DEM L71 (Hughes et al., 2003); DEM L238
and DEM L249 (Borkowski et al., 2006); and 0104−72.3 (Lee et al., 2011). Others have been shown to be
of core-collapse origin: e.g., 0103−72.6 (Park et al., 2003). Some of these objects may be interesting targets
in conjunction with studies of Magellanic Cloud and Galactic middle-aged (∼10 kyr-old) remnants, where
evidence for metal-rich SN ejecta is being sought or found (e.g. 0454–67.2 in the LMC, Seward et al. 2006;
see also Section 1.3.7).
With ASTRO-H SXS, we will make precise abundance measurements of Type Ia SNRs that include “normal”
type Ia remnants, such as Tycho SNR, SN 1006, and SNR 0519−69.0, and possible “prompt” ones like Kepler
and N103B. With sensitive line strength measurements, combined with accurate ionization and temperature
diagnostics, we will make accurate abundance determinations. Comparison to theoretical models of nucleosyn-
thetic yields (e.g., Iwamoto et al. 1999; Maeda et al. 2010b) will provide insight into the possible explosion
models for SNe Ia and the differences between the prompt and delayed evolutionary channels.
1.2.2 Mn-to-Cr mass ratios, odd-Z and radioactive species
The excellent resolving power of ASTRO-H’s SXS will allow a detection and study the chemical elements
beyond the most abundant even-Z species O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca and Fe with which X-ray astronomers
have been working almost exclusively, to date. Recent exceptions to this general rule are the detection of the
trace abundance species Cr (Z = 24) and Mn (Z = 25) in several SNRs using CCD spectra. Cr and Mn are
the species with the highest abundances (DEX abundances of 5.67 and 5.39, respectively, Anders & Grevesse
1989) between Ca and Fe.
W49B was the first remnant in which Cr and Mn emission lines were detected (Hwang et al., 2000b); see the
Old SNRs+PWNe White Paper (WP #8) for a discussion of this SNR. Currently, thanks to Suzaku observations
(see Table 2 in Yang et al. 2013), there are six SNRs with Mn line detections (Kepler, W49B, N103B, 3C 397,
Tycho, and G344.7−0.1) and an additional two SNRs for which only Cr has been detected (Cas A and SNR
0519−69.0). In the following Table we list these 8 SNRs in order of their Cr line strength. The three columns
show the total SXS count rate in each of the three lines (using sxt-s 120210 ts02um of intallpxl.arf
and assuming all of the photons arrive at the mean energy as shown).
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SNR name Cr rate (5.6 keV) Mn rate (6.1 keV) Fe rate (6.6 keV)
W49B 1.5 × 10−2 4.8 × 10−3 4.0 × 10−1
Cas A 1.1 × 10−2 . . . 7.8 × 10−1
Tycho 8.0 × 10−3 7.7 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−1
3C 397 4.8 × 10−3 2.8 × 10−3 5.9 × 10−2
Kepler 1.6 × 10−3 8.7 × 10−4 1.3 × 10−1
G344.7−0.1 1.2 × 10−3 3.5 × 10−3 8.8 × 10−3
N103B 5.2 × 10−4 3.2 × 10−4 1.0 × 10−2
0519−69.0 2.6 × 10−4 . . . 4.1 × 10−3
Metallicity is one possible difference in the properties of the progenitor between the prompt and delayed
channels for Type Ia SN explosions. A recent powerful advance in this area came from the recognition that the
Mn-to-Cr mass ratio in Type Ia explosion models tightly correlates with the initial metallicity of the original
white dwarf’s progenitor (Badenes et al., 2008b). The basic idea is that the mass ratio of Mn to Cr produced
though nuclear burning during the explosion depends sensitively on the electron-to-nucleon fraction (Ye) in
the white dwarf. Timmes, Brown, & Truran (2003) have already shown that Ye is linearly proportional to the
metallicity of the white dwarf progenitor. Applying this technique to the Suzaku spectrum of the Tycho SNR
where Mn and Cr were both detected (Tamagawa et al., 2009), Badenes et al. (2008b) were able to show that
the metallicity of Tycho’s progenitor star was supersolar. Although the errors were large, values of metallicities
much below solar can be rejected. Since then deeper Suzaku observations of Tycho, Kepler, and several other Ia
SNRs have been taken and refined estimates of the progenitor metallicities are being obtained (see, for Kepler,
Park et al. 2013).
It is also claimed that the delayed (and hence dim and probably double-degenerate) SNe Ia yield lower
abundance ratios of Cr/Fe, Mn/Fe, and Ni/Fe than the prompt (brighter, single-degenerate) SNe Ia (Tsujimoto
& Shigeyama 2012). Therefore, not only the Mn/Cr abundance ratio but also the (Cr+Mn+Ni)/Fe ratio should
be compared among different types of Type Ia SNRs.
If the Mn and Cr lines are unbroadened, then the ASTRO-H SXS will have greater sensitivity (than CCDs) to
the line detection and will have better ability to measure the charge states of these species for comparison to the
charge state of Fe. In fact a joint study of the SXS and Soft X-ray Imager (SXI) spectra of these objects may
be most effective in clarifying the ionization conditions and thereby derive accurate relative masses for these
species.
The detectability of Cr and Mn K-shell lines in CCD spectra is possible, not only because the cosmic abun-
dance of these species is sufficiently high, but also because their K-shell line energies (∼5.6 keV and ∼6.1 keV)
fall in a generally line-free region of the X-ray band. Detecting and studying odd-Z species with lower atomic
number is made much more difficult by confusion with stronger lines at nearby photon energies from the more
abundant even-Z species. The high spectral resolution of the SXS will help overcome these effects of confusion
and make the first robust detections of these species.
In order of decreasing abundance (assuming solar values from Anders & Grevesse 1989), the odd-Z species
we intend to study are Al (abundance in DEX = 6.47; He-like K-shell energy = 1.6 keV) and Na (6.33, 1.1
keV), then P (5.45, 2.1 keV), all of which are more abundant than Mn (5.39). Just slightly below this threshold
are Cl (5.27, 2.8 keV) and K (5.12, 3.5 keV). Most of these species K-shell lines (with the possible exception
of Na) are far from the Fe-L blend and hence it will be possible to establish unique line identifications for them.
Given that yields of all the neutron-rich elements depend on the progenitor’s metallicity, these odd-Z elements
could also be a useful metallicity probe. Notably, Al emission can be observed around 1.6 keV, where the
effective area of the SXS is much larger than that in the Mn-Kα band. Moreover, lighter elements should have
lower ion temperatures, and hence expected thermal broadening will be smaller (although Doppler broadening
from turbulence and bulk motion will still pertain). A previous Suzaku observation of a possible Type Ia SNR,
G344.7−0.1, already detected strong Al emission from this remnant (Yamaguchi et al. 2012, although this
emission may originate from swept-up ISM). The SXS will enable us to detect this line from most of the other
Ia SNRs.
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If a SNR is young enough, emission from radioactive species can become detectable. The prime candidate
species for this is 44Ti, which decays through electron capture to 44Sc. Electron capture leaves a K-shell
vacancy in the Sc atom that relaxes through the emission of a fluorescence line at 4.1 keV (which is in the SXS
band). This is fully independent of the reverse-shock heating and provides an estimate of the amount of 44Ti
synthesized by the SN. The decay of 44Ti also produces nuclear γ-rays at energies of 67.9, 78.4 and 1157 keV;
the former two lines can, in principle, be detected by the HXI. Finally 44Ti is synthesized at extremely high
temperatures in the deepest layers of the exploding star and, in the case of core-collapse SNe, near the mass
cut. Recent simulations of off-center delayed-detonation Type Ia explosions showed a synthesized 44Ti mass
of ∼2 × 10−5 M (Maeda et al., 2010b). On the other hand, core-collapse SN models predict a larger mass
> 6 × 10−5 M (Timmes et al., 1996), or even more if the explosion is asymmetric (Nagataki et al., 1998).
1.2.3 Core-collapse remnants: Is the observed diversity of their neutron stars linked to their supernova
progenitors?
Here we discuss how to use ASTRO-H to infer the progenitor masses of SNRs associated with neutron stars of
several different types.
Core-collapse SNRs provide unique laboratories to study, not only the heavy elements created in the Universe
and the physics of shocks and particle acceleration, but also the origin of the most exotic, compact, and highly-
magnetized stars in the Universe: neutron stars and their associated nebulae. When a star with a ZAMS mass
in the range ∼ 8 − 20 M ends its life, in addition to expelling several solar masses of gaseous ejecta, it leaves
behind a neutron star (Woosley et al., 2002). The most famous example of a CC SNR is the Crab nebula
believed to be associated with SN 1054AD.
While Ia SNRs are believed to expand in relatively uniform media, core-collapse explosions expand in media
strongly modified by mass loss from the SN progenitor, naturally affecting their dynamics, morphology and
spectral signatures (e.g. Dwarkadas 2005, Lopez et al. 2011). The presence of a compact object in the SNR
interior, surrounded by a synchrotron nebula for the rotation-powered neutron stars, further complicates the
analysis of these objects, but also offers another tool for probing their SN progenitors and explosion properties
(e.g. Chevalier 2005).
The past decade has witnessed the discovery of a growing diversity of neutron stars associated with SNRs
(e.g. Mereghetti 2013). These include the “classical” rotation-powered pulsars typically discovered at radio
wavelengths and with dipole surface magnetic fields B∼1012 G (like the Crab)1, the X-ray and gamma-ray dis-
covered ‘magnetars’, commonly believed to be neutron stars with super-strong B∼1014–1015 G and with two
flavors (the anomalous X-ray pulsars [AXPs] and the soft gamma-ray repeaters), high-B pulsars (HBPs) with
magnetic fields intermediate between the Crab-like pulsars and magnetars and close to the quantum electrody-
namic value of 4.3×1013 G (like PSR J1846–0258 in SNR Kes 75), and the Central Compact Objects (CCOs)
discovered in X-rays near the centers of their hosting SNRs (like the CCO discovered with Chandra in the
O-rich and young SNR Cas A) and dubbed as ‘anti-magnetars’ with B∼1010–1011 G. Understanding the origin
for this diversity remains one of the hottest topics in the field today. While studying any connection between
these apparently different classes is being conducted with dedicated studies of the compact objects themselves2,
another promising approach to this puzzle is through studying their hosting SNRs. SNRs should provide clues
on their environment, energetics and the supernova explosions that created them. In particular, it is not clear
whether the diversity of neutron stars is related to a diversity in supernova progenitors of core-collapse super-
novae.
Of particular interest, there has been recently growing evidence for the highly magnetized neutron stars (i.e.
HBPs and magnetars) to originate from very massive stars (of mass exceeding ∼20 M). Although this remains
controversial, X-ray and multi-wavelength studies seem to be pointing to this conclusion (see, e.g., Gaensler
et al. 2005; Kumar et al. 2012; Safi-Harb & Kumar 2013). X-ray spectroscopy of SNRs provides a powerful
1the question on the absence of SNR shells in Crab-like nebulae is by itself a puzzling question that is being addressed in the “Old
SNRs and PWNe” White Paper #8
2see the “High-Mass X-ray Binaries and Magnetars” White Paper #4 for a detailed discussion on this topic
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tool to infer the mass of the progenitor star. This is achieved through modelling the X-ray spectra of ejecta-
dominated SNRs; and subsequently comparing the inferred abundances of the metals detected in the 0.3–10
keV band (O through Fe) to nucleosynthesis models (e.g. Woosley & Weaver 1995; Nomoto et al. 2006).
Below we show how to take advantage of the Soft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS)’s unprecedented spectral res-
olution and sensitivity to the emission lines expected from young SNRs to type the progenitors and determine
or pin down their masses in a number of promising targets. The proposed science will further illustrate the leap
that will be achieved in high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy of extended sources such as SNRs, a task that is
challenging with gratings on-board XMM-Newton and Chandra.
1.3 Targets & Feasibility
Fe Kβ 3 arcmin 3 arcminCr Kα
Figure 1: X-ray images of Tycho’s SNR from Chandra (left panel), the Suzaku XIS in the Fe-Kβ band (7.0–7.2 keV) (middle panel)
and Cr-Kα band (5.4–5.6 keV) (right panel). The Chandra image shows the Fe L band in red, Si K in green and 0.4-6.0 keV continuum
band in blue. The non-thermal continuum is subtracted from the Suzaku images. The Fe-Kα image (6.43–6.53 keV) is over-plotted
in contours. The Fe-Kβ emission peaks at a smaller radius than the Fe-Kα emission in the bright NW rim, while the Cr-Kα emission
peaks at a larger radius (Yamaguchi et al. 2014). The profile of the Fe-Kβ emission reflects the spatial distribution of the low-ionized
Fe ions (see the NSF White Paper for details), so is also important as an indicator of the reverse shock position.
1.3.1 Tycho’s SNR: A unique laboratory for high-resolution spectroscopy
Tycho is the brightest and most prototypical (in fact “normal”) Type Ia SNR in the Milky Way. The thermal
spectrum is fully dominated by the ejecta with little evidence of emission from shocked ISM (Cassam-Chenaı¨
et al., 2007). Tycho also shows evidence of local inhomogeneity in the ejecta (e.g., Vancura et al. 1995),
specifically in the form of two compact knots, one Fe-rich, the other Si-rich, lying at the edge of the SNR
rim in the SE quadrant (see Figure 1–left panel). The narrowband images of Tycho’s SNR obtained by ASCA
show that the Fe-Kα emission is located interior to the emission lines of intermediate-mass elements (Hwang
& Gotthelf, 1997). This was confirmed by higher-resolution observations by Chandra (Warren et al., 2005) and
XMM-Newton (Decourchelle et al., 2001). With Suzaku, Tamagawa et al. (2009) detected emission from Cr and
Mn, which were later shown to be important elemental species with which to probe the progenitor’s metallicity
(Badenes et al., 2008b). The Suzaku data also allowed measurement of the ejecta expansion velocity from line
broadening due to superposition of red- and blue-shifted components. Hayato et al. (2010) found the expansion
velocities of Si, S, and Ar ejecta (4700 ± 100 km s−1) to be distinctly higher than that obtained from the Fe-Kα
emission (4000 ± 300 km s−1), which is consistent with segregation of the Fe in the inner ejecta.
In 2008 a deeper Suzaku observation was performed with the original purpose of accurately measuring the Cr
and Mn abundances in the ejecta. This new observation also enabled the first-ever detection of Fe-Kβ emission,
which has turned out to be useful as a diagnostic of the ionization population. Yamaguchi et al. (2013) found
that the observed intensity ratio of Kβ/Kα is larger than that expected from the dominant charge state of the
Fe ejecta (Fe16+) determined from the Kα centroid energy. This indicates that a significant fraction of the Fe
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Figure 2: (Left) Suzaku XIS image of Tycho’s SNR in Fe-Kα (6.43–6.53 keV) (in color) with the Si Kα image (1.75–2.05 keV) over-
plotted as contours. Five possible ASTRO-H SXS pointings are shown with the green boxes. (Right) 100-ks SXS simulation of the Si
Ly-α line showing the effect of changing the line broadening depending on the Si ion temperature.
ejecta is in an even lower charge state. It was also revealed that Cr-α emission clearly peaks at a larger radius
compared to the Fe emission (Figure 1 right). This is against the recent claim by Yang et al. (2013) that Cr and
Fe are always spatially correlated. With a high-resolution observation by SXS, we can accurately determine the
ionization age of each element: if Cr indeed is distributed in the outer region, it should be more highly ionized
than Fe. The SXS observation will also allow us to measure accurate abundances of these elements, which are
important to constrain the progenitor’s nature.
Tycho is approximately 8′ in diameter with a number of interesting regions (see Figure 2–left panel) that
are worthy of study: (1) the bright NW rim where the X-ray intensity is highest and the shock front is most
circularly shaped, (2) the SE region where there are two knots of ejecta (one Si-rich, one Fe-rich) that seem to
have expanded further than the rest of the shell (3) the center, (4) the SW region where the synchrotron emission
is most intense and extends to the highest energies, and (5) the NE region where there is some evidence for
interaction with molecular clouds (Xu, Wang, & Miller 2011).
With a 100-ks exposure at the NW rim, we can cleanly measure the Si ion temperature with an estimated
error of 10% (see Figure 2–right panel). Still the NW rim merits a deeper observation (400 ks) with the SXS in
order to determine the extent of collisionless heating at the reverse shock, which is propagating into the Fe-rich
ejecta. We will measure the charge state of Fe from both the Kα and Kβ lines and measure the ion temperature
from the line widths. We will be able to distinguish Fe temperatures varying from 10 keV up to 1 MeV and
detect the low ionization population, although this will be quite challenging in the high temperature case (see
Figure 3). Note that the long exposure time is driven by the need to measure the faint Fe-Kβ line complex
which comes predominantly from the lower Fe ionization states.
For the SE region, where the ejecta knots are, we simulated a 100 ks exposure and showed that the Fe ion
temperature can be determined to 10-15% accuracy for Fe ion temperatures in the range 200 keV to 3 MeV (see
Figure 4). Since these knots are at the rim (moving perpendicular to our line-of-sight) and fairly isolated, bulk
motion broadening should not be a significant concern. The origin of these ejecta knots is still mysterious and
the aim of this pointing is to measure the ionic charge states and electron and ion temperatures for comparison
with the more “normal” ejecta on the NW rim.
The center pointing is important to determine the physical expansion velocity for comparison to the known
angular expansion rate. This will yield an accurate and precise measurement of the SNR’s distance. This
pointing will also allow for better determination of the reverse shock velocity, which will be important for
interpreting the thermal line broadening we measure. The statistical uncertainty on the centroids of the strong
Si and S lines will quickly reach the systematic error level in short exposures (10’s of ks), but to adequately
11
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Figure 3: SXS simulation (400 ks) of the NW rim of Tycho for Fe-Kα (top panels) and Fe-Kβ (bottom panels) assuming two different
ion temperatures: 10 keV (left panels) and 1 MeV (right panels).
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Figure 4: SXS simulations (each 100-ks) of the Fe-rich knot on the SE rim of Tycho assuming four different ion temperatures from 1
keV to 3 MeV as labeled. Only the energy band around the Fe-Kα is plotted.
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sample the Fe line and other fainter features (i.e., trace odd-Z elements) will require exposures of the order of
100 ks.
The three regions mentioned above are of the highest scientific priority for advancing our understanding of the
thermal emission of Tycho. Additionally, the SW region will be of interest also to White Paper #18, the Shock
Acceleration task force team; the main goal will be to see if the thermal properties of the hot shocked plasma
are different here compared to the rest of the remnant due to the more significant and efficient acceleration
processes occurring in the SW. Finally, a complete mapping of Tycho, which can be achieved with some 9
SXS pointings, will further allow us to 1) do a precise determination of the ionization state and abundance
measurements, search for odd-Z and low-abundance elements, map Cr and Mn across the SNR, and 2) map the
hard (above 7 keV) X-ray emission with SXS and HXI. This, together with the measurement of the velocity
structure through Doppler shifted lines from the central regions, will address all main topics covered in this
White Paper.
1.3.2 SN 1006: odd-Z trace elements
We aim for several “pencil” beam SXS measurements of this remnant. Its large size (approx. 30′ in diameter)
means that the modest angular resolution of ASTRO-H will not be a large negative factor. One pointing should
be at or near the center to determine the expansion velocities of the approaching and receding hemispheres (this
is presented in Section 2.3.1). A second pointing should be near the SE where Suzaku observations suggest
a high Si abundance and the possible detection of Cr and Mn. The NW rim is an excellent candidate for
studying the interaction of the forward shock with interstellar material to compare the thermal broadening of
the O and Ne lines (likely interstellar) and Si and S (likely ejecta). An additional pointing near one of the bright
synchrotron rims to study the efficiency of cosmic ray acceleration is alway worth pursuing.
SN 1006 also figures prominently in section 2 of this white paper. Here we restrict ourselves to presenting
some simulations relevant to the detection of low abundance elemental species. Uchida et al. (2013) used the
Suzaku XIS data to study SN 1006’s spectral and spatial variations. One of their findings is highlighted in
Figure 5 (left panel) which indicates the possible presence of Cr and Mn emission lines from the SE region of
the remnant. As shown in the right panel of the same figure, a 200 ks exposure with the SXS would permit
detection of these trace species assuming the best-fit model to the XIS data.
Along similar lines, an investigation into the possibility of detecting lower atomic number odd-Z species was
made. This is shown in Figure 6. The left panel shows the Suzaku XIS data fitted to a two component model
to account for the approaching and receding parts of the SNR. The parameters of the 2 vpshock models were
the same except for the intensity scaling which needed to be different for the red- and blue-shifted components.
Evidently there is an asymmetry in SN 1006 since the amount of X-ray emitting shocked material in the front
and back halves is noticeably different. Al emission was included as three Gaussian lines (the forbidden, inter-
combination, and resonance lines) for each velocity component. The intensities were determined using the
APEC code at a temperature of 1 keV. Al was assumed to be enhanced by a factor of 3 above solar values. The
right panel of Figure 6 shows that a significant detection of Al is possible in a 200 ks SXS exposure.
1.3.3 Cas A: the famous oxygen-rich remnant with a central compact object
The young (∼330 yr-old) supernova remnant Cassiopeia A is a bright core-collapse remnant whose X-ray emis-
sion clearly reveals large-scale spatial composition differences. Chandra observations show distinct regions of
Si- and Fe-rich ejecta where Fe lies beyond Si at the eastern limb of the remnant (Hughes et al., 2000b). The
Fe was formed in the innermost ejecta but was evidently overturned on large scales relative to the Si layer
that was originally produced at higher locations in the exploding star. Doppler velocity measurements using
XMM-Newton show that the Fe and Si emission in the northern part of the remnant are segregated in a same
way as at the eastern rim (Willingale et al., 2002). Optical spectra of light echoes indicate that the Cas A SN
was a Type IIb that originated from the collapse of the helium core of a red supergiant that had lost most of its
hydrogen envelope before the explosion (Krause et al., 2008). A central compact object was revealed by the
first Chandra image of Cas A (Tananbaum, 1999). Evidence from subsequent Chandra observations spanning
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Figure 5: (Left) Suzaku XIS spectra extracted from a 3′ × 3′ region at the SE rim of SN 1006 showing the clear detection of the
Fe-Kα line and evidence for Cr and Mn emission. (Right) SXS simulation of the best fit XIS model assuming a 200 ks exposure with
ASTRO-H. All the lines were assumed to be broadened by 34 eV.
Figure 6: (Left) Suzaku XIS spectra extracted from a 3′ × 3′ region near the center of SN 1006 showing the two-component spectral
model fit needed to account for the approaching (blue) and receding (red) hemispheres of the SNR. (Right) SXS simulation of the best
fit XIS model highlighting the region about the Al lines (the Heα resonance and forbidden lines are shown). This simulation assumed
a 200 ks exposure with ASTRO-H.
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Figure 7: (Left) Chandra ACIS (red: Fe; green: Si/Mg) and NuSTAR (blue: 44Ti; Grefensette et al. 2014) image of Cassiopeia A
with 5 SXS pointings overlaid covering the full SNR. The red box shows a top priority pointing for odd-z measurement. (Right) sim-x
simulations of Cassiopeia A for the SXI (top) and HXI (bottom). Both simulations use the Chandra ACIS image: the 0.7–7 keV band
for the SXI simulated image and the 4–7 keV band for the HXI image.
many years indicates that this CCO is a neutron star with a carbon atmosphere whose surface temperature is
declining with time (Heinke & Ho, 2010). It has been proposed that this decline is due to neutrino emission
from Cooper pair formation as the neutrons in the core become superfluid (Shternin et al., 2011). However,
recent NuSTAR observations of Cassiopeia A (Grefenstette et al., 2014) led to the interesting suggestion that
Cas A’s neutron star may have experienced a transition to a quark star by undergoing a second explosion a few
days after the supernova itself (Laming, 2014; Ouyed et al., 2014).
The complete explosive burning of Si to 56Ni also forms trace quantities of the radioactive isotope 44Ti.
Cas A is the only SNR for which decay lines from both steps in the decay of 44Ti to 44Sc to 44Ca have been
unambiguously detected (Iyudin et al., 1994; Vink et al., 2001). The recent 1.2 Ms NuSTAR study has imaged
Cassiopeia A in the light of the 44Ti radioactive decay line at 67.9 keV (Grefenstette et al., 2014), revealing a
clumpy, centrally-located distribution that does not correlate well with the X-ray emitting Fe-K shell emission
(Hughes et al., 2000b; Hwang et al., 2004). This is a surprising result given the presence of highly pure Fe
X-ray emitting clumps (Hwang & Laming, 2003) that were likely formed by complete Si burning and would
be expected to also display radioactive 44Ti lines. Recently, Cr K-shell line emission has been detected from
Cassiopeia A using Chandra (Yang et al., 2009) and Suzaku (Maeda et al., 2009). However Mn K-shell lines
have not been detected yet.
Figure 7 (left panel) shows five pointings that will allow a complete coverage of Cassiopeia A with the
SXS. The central pointing’s primary objective is to address the odd-Z elements measurement, providing key
information on the nucleosynthesis in this core-collapse remnant. In particular, phosphorus (P), predominantly
formed in the O-rich layer, is a very useful diagnostic as it doesn’t suffer absorption nor contamination by the
Fe-L shell lines. These pointings have been also targeted on the Fe-rich regions at the SE and N rims and
the spectrally hard (synchrotron-dominated) region to the SW. In the right two panels of Figure 7, we show
simulated SXS and HXI images. For all Cassiopeia A simulations we will require 50 ks for each pointing for a
total of 300 ks on-source exposure.
For the SXS spectral simulations, our model closely follows that of Rutherford et al. (2013), which is derived
from Chandra HETG data. We include bulk-motion line broadening determined from the Suzaku XIS. Figure 8
(left panel) shows the energy band containing the strong He-like transitions of Al around 1.6 keV for the
combined total 300 ks exposure. The 10 eV broadening assumed in the simulation corresponds to a velocity
broadening of ∼2000 km s−1. For illustrative purposes we show the spectrum including the Al component as
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Figure 8: (Left) Simulated SXS spectrum of Cassiopeia A from a 50 ks observation showing a close-up of the band containing the
He-like w, x, y, z lines of Al (an odd-Z element). (Middle) Same as the left panel but for P (an odd-Z element formed in O-rich layer).
(Right) Simulated 300 ks SXS spectrum of Cassiopeia A showing the band encompassing the Cr, Mn and Fe-K shell lines.
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Figure 9: (Left) Simulated HXI spectrum of Cassiopeia A from a 300 ks observation. (Right) Simulated 100 ks SXS spectrum of the
nothern region pointing of Cassiopeia A showing the band encompassing the Fe-Kα and Fe-Kβ lines.
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the data points and the spectrum without Al as the solid histogram. The Al lines account for up to 30% of
the total flux in this band and will therefore be detected with high significance. As well, in the middle panel
of Figure 8 , we highlight the simulated emission from P around 2.15 keV. Being the brightest thermal X-ray
supernova remnant, Cassiopeia A is the best target to search for and study the low abundance odd-Z elements,
especially from a core-collapse explosion.
The right panel of Figure 8 shows the energy band containing Cr, Mn, and Fe emission and, as above, assumes
the total combined exposure of 300 ks. The Fe and Cr lines are well detected, but Mn will be detected only
if the Mn to Cr intensity ratio is >0.22, which is about in the midpoint of measured values to date (see Table
above). These simulations assumed a conservative velocity broadening of 3000 km s−1. We may have higher
sensitivity to Cr and Mn emission by restricting the analysis to regions near the rim where the shocked material
will be moving transverse to our line of sight, reducing the bulk-motion velocity broadening.
For the HXI spectral simulations, we assume the NuSTAR measured line centers and fluxes (Grefenstette et
al., 2014) and a velocity broadening of 3000 km s−1. Figure 9 (left panel) shows the resulting HXI spectrum
for a 300 ks exposure. We will be able to detect the 44Ti radioactive decay lines, but to improve on the NuSTAR
results a much deeper exposure will be required. It may be possible to build up a deeper exposure over the
course of the ASTRO-H mission.
1.3.4 SN1987A: the youngest known supernova remnant
Chandra and XMM-Newton continue to monitor SN1987A as it transitions into a supernova remnant. The
coverage with Chandra is roughly twice a year for typically 50 ks of exposure and, since 2009, have been
carried out with the HETG inserted as a pile-up mitigation strategy. Recent Chandra observations (Helder et
al., 2013) show the object to be still barely resolved (diameter of ∼1.5′′) with X-ray fluxes of FX = 7.6 × 10−12
erg s−1 cm−2 (0.5–2 keV band) and FX = 8.9 × 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2 (3–8 keV band). These fluxes continue to
increase at a rate of about 13% per year. Deep observations with the ACIS/HETG (Dewey et al., 2012) in 2007
and 2011 (exposure durations of ∼350 ks and ∼200 ks) were fitted with a complex multi-parameter three-shock
model that included some line broadening (width of 9300 ± 2000 km s−1). The HETG data have good signal-
to-noise over the 0.6-2.2 keV band and clearly show emission lines of O VIII, Ne IX and X, Mg XI and XII,
and Si XIII and XIV, in addition to the forest of Fe-L lines.
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Figure 10: SXS simulations of the Fe-K band of SN1987A for two different cases: a mixture of plasmas with different ionization
timescales (left panel) and a very broad line component with a FWHM of order 104 km s−1 (right panel). This simulation assumes an
equivalent width of 300 eV for the Fe line.
While theChandra/HETG and XMM-Newton/RGS have already revealed emission line structures in SN1987A
over the soft X-ray band, the ASTRO-H SXS will allow us to perform Fe-K line diagnostics in the higher energy
band. Fe-K lines are sensitive to the hottest thermal component and thus to the fastest shocks propagating now
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at this early stage of the remnant’s evolution. A series of XMM-Newton/EPIC spectra from 2007 to 2011 de-
tected a Fe-K line blend (Maggi et al., 2012). The line width was apparently broad, which has been interpreted
as being due to a mixture of plasmas with different ionization timescales, possibly including fluorescence and/or
low ionization Fe (Maggi et al., 2012). On the other hand, Chandra/HETG observations show a very broad line
component with a FWHM of order 104 km s−1 and indicate that most of the 3–10 keV emission would origi-
nate from it (Dewey et al., 2012). If this is the case, Fe-K lines should be intrinsically broad. Figure 10 shows
the SXS simulations of the two cases. With the ASTRO-H SXS, we can clearly distinguish between these two
scenarios.
1.3.5 Radioactive species in the youngest Galactic remnant: SNR G1.9+0.1
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Figure 11: (Left) A simulated 100-ks ASTRO-H SXS spectrum of G1.9+0.1 assuming no bulk motion velocity broadening shows a clear
detection of the 4.1 keV Sc line from the radioactive decay of 44Ti. The Fe-K line is clearly detected too. (Middle) A simulated 300-ks
ASTRO-H SXS spectrum of G1.9+0.1 now including the line broadening expected from the remnant’s rapid expansion (bulk motion
of the ejecta at a speed of ∼14,000 km s−1). No lines are detected above the remnant’s strong non-thermal synchrotron continuum
emission. (Right) The HXI spectrum shows a significant detection of the 44Ti radioactive hard X-ray lines.
G1.9+0.3 is the youngest known Galactic SNR and is located near the center of the Milky Way. The age
was originally estimated to be of the order of 100 years (Reynolds et al., 2008); additional strong support
for the remnant’s youth was provided by Chandra measurements of a rapid expansion rate (Carlton et al.,
2011). The angular expansion rate of 0.642% ± 0.049% corresponds to a shock velocity of about 13,000 km
s−1 (assuming a 8.5 kpc distance, as indicated by the SNR’s high absorbing column density) consist with the
spectroscopically deduced velocities of order 14,000 km s−1 (Borkowski et al., 2010). The SNR shows a shell-
like morphology with strong synchrotron emission (Reynolds et al., 2009). A deep observation by Chandra
successfully separated a thermal-dominated region from the strong non-thermal shells (Borkowski et al., 2010).
The spectrum exhibits emission lines from low-ionization states of Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Fe, suggesting that it is
evolving in a low-density environment. In addition, the 44Sc emission at 4.1 keV, produced by electron capture
from 44Ti, was clearly detected. For the remnant age of 100 yr, the measured line strength indicates synthesis
of (1 − 7) × 10−5 M of 44Ti. Although this is in the range predicted for both Type Ia and core-collapse SNe, it
is significantly smaller than that reported for Cas A (2 × 10−4 M).
Although the Chandra detection of the 4.1 keV line was significant, the statistical uncertainty on the flux was
large: the 95% confidence range is (0.35, 2.4) × 10−6 ph cm−2 s−1. One reason is that the Sc-Kα emission was
not clearly resolved from the nearby Ca-Kα line at 3.9 keV. If we ignore any line broadening then the ASTRO-H
SXS can detect this line even though the non-thermal emission cannot be resolved spatially. Figure 11 (left
panel) shows a simulated SXS spectrum of G1.9+0.3 with an exposure of 100 ksec. The 4.1 keV line counts at
a rate of (2.8± 1.2)× 10−4 s−1. Refining the 44Ti mass estimate will help determine the SNR’s origin (i.e., Type
Ia or core-collapse), which remains uncertain.
However, considering the remnant’s extremely rapid expansion rate (Borkowski et al. 2013), line broadening
from bulk motion will likely render any emission lines undetectable (see Figure 11 middle panel) even in a
much deeper (300 ks) observation. Chandra was able to detect these lines by isolating the thermal emission
spatially from the strong non-thermal rims, which ASTRO-H cannot do.
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The HXI can make a significant detection of the radioactive decay lines of 44Ti under the plausible assump-
tions that the synthesized mass of 44Ti is 3.3×10−5 M and the remnant’s age is 100 yr. Whether this remains an
interesting ASTRO-H project depends on the results from the NuSTAR observations carried out for this remnant.
1.3.6 Kes 73: a core-collapse remnant associated with an anomalous X-ray pulsar (magnetar)
SNR Kes 73 is a relatively bright and young SNR that hosts the young anomalous X-ray pulsar AXP 1E
1841−045. The remnant is ejecta-dominated, showing strong line emission from Mg, Si and S whose relative
abundances make a plausible case for the SNR arising from a very massive progenitor. Kes 73 has an angular
size (∼4′ diameter) that is well matched to the ASTRO-H field of view.
A recent Chandra and XMM-Newton study of Kes73 (Kumar et al., 2014) shows that the 0.5–10 keV emis-
sion is characterized by two components: a soft component with a temperature kTs of ∼0.5 keV and a high
ionization timescale, a hard component with a temperature kTh of ≥1.6 keV and a low ionization timescale,
and a total luminosity of ∼ 3 × 1037 ergs s−1 (0.5–10 keV, at an assumed distance of 8.5 kpc). The soft and
hard components are attributed to shock-heated ejecta and ISM/CSM, respectively. The age estimated from the
properties of the SNR is ≤2.6 kyr (depending on the phase of evolution and the environment in which the SNR
is expanding), a factor of ≥2 lower than the pulsar’s characteristic age (of 4.7 kyr) which represents an upper
limit, indicating a young SNR. The SNR’s spectrum clearly shows line emission from Mg, Si, and S with en-
hanced abundances associated with the soft component, indicating that the SNR is dominated by shock-heated
ejecta. The abundances inferred from fitting the global (and spatially resolved spectra) suggest a very massive
(≥20 M) progenitor. The abundances were however poorly constrained, and no line emission was detected
from O and Fe-K, both needed to better constrain the progenitor’s mass.
Figs. 12 and 13 illustrate the sensitivity of the SXS to the line emission from several elements including Mg,
Si, S, Ar, Ca and Fe which will provide much better constraints on their abundances and thus the progenitor
mass. In particular, SXS will allow the detection of a strong Fe-K line.
Ideally, with two 100 ksec pointings (Figure 12, left), SXS will cover the eastern and western sides of the
SNR, including the ejecta-dominated regions and the bright western limb, with the AXP close the edge of the
SXS’s field of view. Alternatively, a pointing towards the western part will cover the bulk of X-ray emission
and the brighter western limb, with the AXP closer to the field’s center. Since SXS does not have the spatial
resolution needed to resolve the PSR from the SNR emission, the pulsar’s spectrum (known in quiescence) will
be subtracted from the total source spectrum (addressed in the HMXB+Magnetars White Paper #4). The right
panel of Figure 12 shows the simulated SXS 100 ks spectra (of the western field versus the AXP) illustrating
the strong line emission from the SNR which dominates the emission from the AXP. We note that the SNR will
be fully covered by SXI due to its larger field of view.
Fig 13 (left panel) shows a sim-x simulated 100 ks SXS spectrum of the western field with the two-component
model, and with the AXP’s spectrum excluded. In such an observation the ejecta abundances can be measured
to ∼10% (depending on the species), and compared to nucleosynthesis models to confirm or refute the very
massive progenitor origin.
Another primary goal of the observation is to confirm the blast wave velocity which has been estimated from
CCD spectra to be ∼1200 km s−1 (Kumar et al., 2014), with the estimated velocity depending on the SNR’s
evolutionary phase and the ambient medium in which it’s expanding (e.g. expansion into the late red supergiant
wind phase of its massive progenitor will yield a higher velocity than expansion into a homogenous ISM). This
can be addressed by examining the Fe-Kα line (associated with the hot component) which is easily visible in
the SXS data, but barely detected in existing CCD data. Fig 13 (right panel) shows that a 1200 km/s velocity
will correspond to a Doppler shifted line detectable in a 100 ksec exposure with the SXS. The velocity estimate
will also help constrain the SNR’s age and thus address the factor of ≥2 discrepancy between the SNR and
pulsar ages. This will in turn address the question of magnetic field decay in magnetars. The AXP’s science
and simulated broadband spectrum (with HXI and SGD) are discussed in detail in White Paper #4. In summary,
the study of this young magnetar-SNR system will take full advantage of ASTRO-H’s broadband capability and
SXS’s spectral resolution, to address fundamental questions related to the formation of magnetars and their link
to the other classes of compact objects in core-collapse SNRs.
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Figure 12: (Left) The Chandra image of the SNR Kes 73 with the SXS field of view overlaid. The two fields shown cover the eastern
and western parts of the SNR with the AXP towards the edge of SXS to minimize contamination of the SNR signal. (Right) 100 ks
SXS simulation with sim-x of the western field showing the relative contributions of the AXP and SNR emission. The line emission
from the SNR clearly dominates over the emission from the AXP. The AXP’s emission will dominate in the hard band (HXI+SGD).
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Figure 13: (Left): A 100 ksec SXS simulated spectrum of the SNR emission (excluding the pulsar’s emission) using sim-x and based
on the XMM-Newton and Chandra spectral fits. The model components are shown as dashed lines (an absorbed two-component thermal
model plus a Gaussian line to account for Argon) and correspond to the best fit for the CCD-type spectra. In addition to the power
of SXS to constrain the abundances, particularly of Mg, Si, and S in the soft X-ray band, a strong Fe-K line associated with the hot
component will be detected. (Right): Zoomed-in SXS simulated spectra of the Fe-K line region, with no Doppler shift, and with
the model (blue line) corresponding to a thermal non-equilibrium ionization pshock model with a Doppler shift corresponding to an
inferred shock shock velocity of ∼1200 km s−1.
1.3.7 Other ASTRO-H targets
Other targets (young to middle-aged SNRs) worth exploring with ASTRO-H to address the science questions
raised in this section include the following SNRs, the study of which is relevant to other core-collapse SNRs
investigated in detail in this White Paper and in the Pulsar Wind Nebulae section of WP#8:
(a) Kes 75 is associated with HBP J1846?0258, long thought to be a rotation-powered pulsar, but, having been
caught once revealing itself as a magnetar, now blurs the distinction between the rotation-powered pulsars and
magnetars (Kumar & Safi-Harb, 2008; Gavriil et al., 2008; Ng et al., 2008). Kes 75 has been proposed to be
also associated with a very massive, Wolf-Rayet type, progenitor (Morton et al., 2007). ASTRO-H will allow a
precise determination of abundances for the progenitor mass estimate.
(b) G292.0+1.8, an O-rich remnant like Cas A, but older and harbouring a rotation-powered (more ‘normal’)
pulsar powering a pulsar wind nebula. This is a unique remnant, likely originating from an asymmetric ex-
plosion, and showing evidence for interaction of ejecta fragments and the blast wave with a CSM produced
by a very massive progenitor’s stellar winds (Hughes et al., 2001; Gonzalez & Safi-Harb, 2003; Park et al.,
2007). Recent Suzaku observations allowed the first detection of hot ejecta through Fe-K shell line emission
at 6.6 keV (Kamitsukasa et al., 2014). ASTRO-H will allow precise abundance measurements for confirming
the progenitor mass estimate. Section 2 further elaborates on the science that can be further addressed with
velocity structure measurements (particularly for Mg, Si, S, and Fe-K).
(c) MSH 15–52, a middle-aged core-collapse SNR powered by the high-magnetic field, rotation-powered, pul-
sar PSR B1509-58. Surrounded by a bright pulsar wind nebula prominent in the hard X-ray band (recently
observed with NuSTAR, An et al. (2014), and referred to as the “Hand of God”), the pulsar/PWN have been
suggested to be interacting with the surrounding medium or SNR shell (e.g. through precessing jets) forming
the RCW 89 nebula; see e.g. Yatsu et al. (2005). The emission from this nebula peaks in the soft X-ray band
and is an excellent target for ASTRO-H SXS for a precise measurement of the velocity distribution, and thus to
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confirm or refute the a precessing jet or blast wave origin.
(d) 3C 397, a bright SNR with an unusual morphology, over-abundance in Fe-peaked elements, and whose
nature as a type Ia or core-collapse SNR is still being debated (Chen et al., 1999; Safi-Harb et al., 2000, 2005;
Yamaguchi et al., 2014). ASTRO-H will allow precise determination of abundances, leading to a certain deter-
mination of the progenitor type and mass, as well as the search for Cr and Mn lines. In relation to Section 2
below, the study of the velocity structure of the ejecta (particularly Fe) will help probe the explosion mecha-
nism.
(e) SN 1987A: As one of the youngest known and best probed SNRs outside our Galaxy (see Section 1.3.4 for
details and Fe-K line diagnostics), SN 1987A’s progenitor mass estimate can be used to calibrate progenitor
mass estimates of other SNRs. Studying the progenitor type can be achieved through a precise measurement of
the abundances and probing the ionization states of Si, S and Fe.
1.4 Beyond Feasibility
Search for the characteristic X-rays from 44Sc in Cas A
Initial SXS simulations for measuring the characteristic line at 4.1 keV from 44Sc (a daughter product of the
decay of 44Ti) in Cassiopeia A suggested that only an upper limit was possible in 100 ks. This simulation,
however, assumed the radioactive Ti was distributed over the entire SNR and the line was broadened by bulk
motion at the expansion speed of the ejecta. NuSTAR’s localization of the 44Ti hard X-ray emission lines to
the center of Cassiopeia A moving with the expansion speed of the unshocked ejecta, motivates a new look
at the detection feasibility. Clearly a central pointing would be required. Successful detection of 44Sc would
valid the decay chain and allow for constraints or measurements of the expansion velocity of the radioactive Ti,
which cannot be obtained in any other way. This would provide a rare insight into the inner workings of the
core-collapse explosion mechanism.
On the possible non-detection of Mn
The single-degenerate scenario has a requirement that the progenitor’s metallicity must be higher than ∼
0.1 solar. Otherwise a white dwarf cannot eject over-accreted matter (from its companion) via a radiation-
driven stellar wind, and hence the progenitor system undergoes a common-envelope phase (so stable burning
of the white dwarf is no longer expected) before the white dwarf obtains the Chandrasekhar mass (Hachisu
et al. 1996). Thus, if we find a Type Ia SNR with a metallicity lower than this threshold, this will be direct
evidence of its double-degenerate origin. At the moment, there is no plausible candidate of such a type Ia SNR,
because even the Small Magellanic Cloud has an average metallicity of ∼ 0.15 solar (Russell & Dopita 1992).
However, local inhomogeneities in the ISM abundances may allow some SNR progenitors’ metallicity to be
lower than the mean value of its host galaxy. We should therefore keep in mind that non-detection of the Mn
line is important to constraining the progenitor type.
2 Ejecta Distribution in Space and Velocity
2.1 Background and Previous Studies
The questions to be addressed here are twofold: (1) How are the ejecta distributed in core-collapse and SN
Ia remnants? (2) What does this tell us about the explosion mechanisms and the physics of shocks in these
objects?
Measurement of the distribution of the ejecta in space and velocity provides unique information about
both the progenitor star and the details of the explosion. The ejecta from core-collapse SNe and deflagra-
tion/detonation (Type Ia) SNe have distinct abundance patterns. Specifically, the ejecta from core-collapse SNe
have high ratios compared with cosmic abundances of oxygen to iron; those from Type Ia’s have the opposite.
X-rays are the ideal band for seeking this signature, as broad band X-ray spectrometers cover the K lines from
oxygen and iron, as well as the iron L band. The complications of abundance determination make SN typing
challenging. Compounding the difficulty is our inability to know what fraction of the ejecta is visible in the
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X-ray band, and the fact that the oxygen abundance is difficult to determine in an unambiguous way as the oxy-
gen line strength correlates with the column density in spectral fitting in moderate spectral resolution detectors.
This is particularly problematic for Galactic SNRs with heavy interstellar absorption.
Despite these difficulties, there were some notable early successes in measuring abundances, and deriving
physical information from the measurement. The most successful early attempt was the use of Einstein FPCS
observations of Puppis A to show an overabundance of oxygen with respect to iron, requiring the progenitor to
have a mass of more than 25 M (Canizares & Winkler, 1981). Other early observations of note are comprehen-
sive analysis of Tycho data requiring ejecta (Hamilton et al., 1986) and the analysis of an EXOSAT observation
of W49B requiring the presence of a substantial amount of shocked ejecta (Smith et al., 1985). However, it
is with the advent of spatially resolved spectroscopy through which shock structures can be isolated that most
of the advances have taken place in our knowledge of the abundances of reverse shocked ejecta and forward
shocked ISM. ASCA was the pathfinder mission in this regard (e.g., Holt et al. 1994; Hughes et al. 1995), but
XMM-Newton and Chandra excel in these studies. The recent studies are providing real insight into the ejecta
masses and their degree of mixing, as well as the explosion mechanism (Vink 2012).
Type Ia Remnants: The two most thoroughly studied Type Ia remnants are Tycho and SN 1006. The XMM-
Newton image of Tycho shows that the Fe-K emission peaks at a smaller radius than the Fe L emission, verifying
that the temperature with the ejecta increases toward the reverse shock (Decourchelle et al., 2001). The narrow
band Si image corresponds well with the radio image, and is thought to mark the contact discontinuity, distorted
by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. This latter conclusion is reinforced in a dramatic fashion by the Chandra image
of the Si emission, which shows plume like structures throughout the interior (Hwang et al., 2002; Warren et al.,
2005), whose structure is reproduced by 3-D hydrodynamic modeling of the ejecta (Warren & Blondin, 2013).
Some of the plumes viewed tangentially reach the outer shock.
The line emission in SN 1006 has been a secondary consideration to the non-thermal emission arising from
the bright limbs. Line emission is clearly observed throughout the remnant, except in the bright non-thermal
limbs. Along the northwestern rim, Chandra imaging spectroscopy shows a clear separation between the
forward-shocked material and the ejecta (Long et al., 2003). The forward shock shows material at ordinary
solar abundances, shock-heated to electron temperatures of ∼0.6–0.7 keV. Interior to both the non-thermal
northeast shock and the thermal northwest shocks are plume-like structures similar to those observed in Tycho.
Their presence invites the speculation that such structure is common in Type Ia remnants. Spectral analysis
of these structures reveals enhanced O, Mg, Si, and Fe abundances. No quantitative X-ray based analysis of
the ejecta mass has been performed for SN 1006. Abundance measurements in SN 1006 using X-rays are
compromised by the known presence of a substantial amount of high-velocity, unshocked ejecta (Fe, Si, S, and
O) interior to the reverse shock (Wu et al., 1983).
In addition to these prominent examples, there are a number of other young Type Ia remnants accessible for
study using ASTRO-H. These include the Galactic remnants Kepler, G1.9+0.1, and RCW 86, and the LMC
remnants 0509, 0519, and N103B.
Core-Collapse SNRs: Core-collapse SNRs generally exhibit highly inhomogeneous ejecta in X-rays (e.g.,
Hughes et al. 2000b; Hwang et al. 2004; Park et al. 2007). SXS measurements of the radial velocities of
different elements as a function of position provides a three-dimensional picture of the ejecta dynamics needed
to distinguish between various explosion scenarios. For example, jet-like models can be distinguished from
models involving hydrodynamic instabilities based on their velocity maps. By measuring the abundances of the
ejecta produced near the mass cut, SXS also provides insight into the core-collapse that initiates the explosion.
The first Chandra images revealed clear and unexpected differences in the distribution of metals (e.g., Hughes
et al. 2000b; Hwang et al. 2000a). The Si, S, Ar, and Ca maps are similar to each other, and to the distribution
of fast optical knots. Equivalent width maps reveal the distribution of the prominent ejecta constituents. The
structures in these maps contrast sharply with the 0.5–10.0 keV broadband map and the 4–6 keV continuum
map. The northeastern jet, known from optical studies to contain Si group ejecta, shows up strongly in these
maps. The Fe-K emission has a very different morphology. In particular, in the southeast of the remnant, the
Fe-K emission is located at larger radii than the Si. This suggests that the inner Fe ejecta layers have been
overturned and propelled beyond the Si group ejecta in this part of the remnant (Figure 7). Such overturning is
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consistent with recent models of core-collapse explosions (e. g., Burrows, Hayes, & Fryxell 1995). Willingale
et al. (2002) have used the XMM-Newton imaging data to infer the global metal abundance ratios and compare
them with supernova models. They show that the ratios with respect to Si of a large number of lines is most
consistent with the theoretical nucleosynthesis yield for a 12 M progenitor.
Detailed studies of individual knots show that they have a variety of compositions. Features with distinct
composition can be found on the smallest size scales. While most knots show a mix of ejecta, some are
dominated by Si group elements and others by Fe. At least one knot emits Fe lines exclusively, and apparently
is devoid of lower mass material. The knots also show a variety of ionization conditions, which have been
used in the context of analytic hydrodynamical models to constrain the ejecta density profile, the location of
the knots in mass coordinates, and the degree of explosion asymmetry (Laming & Hwang, 2003; Hwang &
Laming, 2003). The ejecta show a range of density profiles, from very shallow (∝ rn, where n∼6) to very steep,
(n∼30–50). The ejecta close to the jet show the shallowest profile, possibly due to an asymmetric explosion in
which more of the energy is directed along the jet than elsewhere. For a total ejecta mass of 2 M expected
from a 20 M progenitor, the Fe-rich clumps are found to arise in a layer 0.7–0.8 M from the center. The
observed composition appears to be possible only if Si burning products are mixed with O burning products.
The overall appearance of Cas A contrasts starkly with the young Type Ia remnants. Cas A consists of small
knots and thin filaments, not the emission plumes observed in Tycho. The similarity between the structures in
Cas A and the prediction of models involving Fe bubbles has been noted. Laming & Hwang (2003) argue that
the knots are not especially over-dense compared with their surroundings, and their high ionization ages and
the proximity of some to the forward shock are the result of early passage through the reverse shock.
The Chandra image of the other O-rich and young (∼1600 yr) SNR G292.0+1.8, reveals a thin, nearly
circular outer shell of hard emission filled with an array of knots and filaments rivalling Cas A in complexity
and contrasting starkly with the Type Ia remnants (Hughes et al., 2001; Park et al., 2002; Gonzalez & Safi-
Harb, 2003). The composition and distribution of the shocked ejecta are different from Cas A. The ejecta
consist primarily of O, Ne, and Si, with less S and Ar, and very little Fe (although a recent Suzaku study led
to the detection of hot Fe ejecta; Kamitsukasa et al. 2014) , and are distributed primarily around the remnant’s
periphery. An X-ray bright equatorial band has normal composition, and is thought to be associated with pre-
supernova mass loss (e.g. Park et al. 2007). Measuring the velocity structure of the ejecta could be addressed
ASTRO-H (see also Section 1.3.7).
Compared with the Type Ia remnants there is a dearth of young or historical Galactic core-collapse remnants.
As with the Type Ia remnants, however, the ASTRO-H sample can be expanded through the study of bright
Magellanic Cloud remnants, including 1E 0102.2−7219 and N63A.
2.2 Prospects & Strategy
Specific questions that ASTRO-H can provide unique information about include: (i.) what is the large-scale
velocity structure and metal abundance spatial distribution of SN ejecta; (ii.) how much turbulent velocity
structure is there; (iii.) what are the ion temperatures in the ejecta and how do they compare to the thermal,
bulk, and turbulent velocities; i.e., can we distinguish between the different constituents of a SNR (e.g., ejecta,
ISM) using velocity or line width information; (iv.) can we detect evidence for radioactive decay of short-lived
isotopes the lines of 44Ti, its daughter product 44Sc (4.1 keV) or Co-K (6.9 keV); (v.) can we detect evidence
for supra-thermal electrons to address the injection problem in particle acceleration at shocks?
All of the above questions can be addressed using the high resolution, spatially-resolved spectroscopy enabled
by the SXS and/or the broad band imaging spectroscopy provided by the HXI. The SXS allows us to: measure
the velocity structure, abundances and spatial distribution of SN ejecta; measure thermal, bulk, and turbulent
velocities in resolved ejecta features; search for weak lines from radioactive decay products; and use Fe-K
diagnostics and line shapes for to search for supra-thermal electrons. The HXI allows a measurement of the
hard continuum to search for non-thermal Bremsstrahlung from supra-thermal electrons, and should provide
sufficient sensitivity at the high end of its band to detect the 44Ti lines at 68 and 78 keV in some remnants.
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Figure 14: Suzaku XIS images of SN 1006 in the O (top-left) and Si (top-right) bands. Equivalent-width-ratio images of Si/O and
S/O are shown in bottom-left and bottom-right, respectively (Uchida et al. 2013). These indicate asymmetric distribution of the
intermediate-mass elements.
2.2.1 Structural diversity in Ia remnants
Type Ia SNe are important astronomical phenomena because of their use for a study of cosmology; the large and
relatively homogeneous luminosity make them to be standardizable candles to measure cosmological distance,
which contributed to revealing the accelerating universe (Riess et al., 1998; Perlmutter et al., 1999) The SNe
Ia also made an important role in chemical evolution of the universe, as they are major sources of Fe-peak
elements (e.g., Nomoto et al. 1984). Despite effort in the last decades, however, detailed explosion mechanism
of SNe Ia is still unsolved. It is widely known that type Ia SNe show diversity in their optical spectra and
lightcurve (e.g., Phillips et al. 1999; Benetti et al. 2005). A primary origin of the diversity is under the debate.
One interpretation is that spherically asymmetric explosion is primarily responsible (e.g., Kasen et al. 2009).
Maeda et al. (2010a) systematically studied SNe Ia and found that random viewing angles for such asymmetric
(but almost identical) explosions can quantitatively explain the observed spectral diversity. Besides them, recent
multi-dimensional simulations have suggested that thermonuclear ignition in Type Ia progenitors is offset from
their center (e.g., Woosley et al. 2004; Kuhlen et al. 2006). If this interpretation is the case, a SNR should
show nonuniform ejecta distribution as the result. Some observations of SNRs in X-rays indeed revealed such
asymmetric distribution of ejecta. Figure 14 shows Suzaku/XIS narrow-band images of SN 1006 (Uchida et al.,
2013). Si and other intermediate-mass elements concentrate in the southeast region, while the lighter elements
(i.e., O, Ne, Mg) distribute relatively homogeneously. Tycho also shows evidence of local inhomogeneity in
the ejecta (e.g., Vancura et al. 1995).
There is, however, another interpretation for the major origin of the diversity. Mazzali et al. (2007) showed
that the summed masses of 56Fe and the intermediate-mass elements are almost uniform among various SNe
Ia, even though the 56Fe mass is widely spattered in the range of 0.2 M–0.9 M. They thus argued that
the diversity mainly originates from the difference in explosion energy and/or density when a deflagration-to-
detonation transition (DDT) occurs (see Section 1). Theoretically, both the explosion energy or DDT density
affect the expansion velocity of the SN ejecta (e.g., Iwamoto et al. 1999), which can be investigated by high-
resolution spectra of SXS.
Investigation into global distribution and velocity structure of ejecta is also important to understand how
the explosive nucleosynthesis wave propagates in the exploding white dwarf. A delayed-detonation scenario,
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well accepted as a standard SN Ia model, predicts layered composition of nucleosynthesis products with little
effect of mixing (e.g., Maeda et al. 2010b). On the other hand, a full deflagration explosion predicts significant
mixing among the elements (e.g., Ro¨pke et al. 2007). X-ray observations of Ia SNRs show evidence of layered
ejecta distribution with Fe commonly concentrated toward the SNR’s center with respect to the lighter high-
abundance elements, such as Si and S (e.g., Hwang & Gotthelf 1997), supporting qualitatively the delayed-
detonation scenario. However, the distribution among other elements (e.g., Si vs Cr, Cr vs Fe, Fe vs Ni) are still
unknown. How does DDT occur? Recent multi-dimensional simulations showed that a deflagration-dominant
SN Ia produces larger turbulent instabilities than detonation-dominant one (e.g., Kasen et al. 2009), suggesting
that dimmer SNe Ia should have larger velocity dispersion in their ejecta. Howell et al. (2001) showed that
sub-luminous SNe Ia are more spherically asymmetric than luminous ones. These would be important subjects
for high-resolution observations with SXS.
So far, distribution of ejecta in SNRs has been investigated mostly by X-ray images. This is, of course, the
most straightforward way. The high-resolution imaging capability of Chandra and XMM-Newton has largely
improved our knowledge of spatial structure in SNRs during this decade. Unfortunately, the angular resolution
of ASTRO-H is not as good as that of Chandra or XMM-Newton. We can, however, still investigate global
ejecta distribution with a different way, making most use of the capability of SXS. Given that a SNR’s reverse
shock heats and ionizes the ejecta from the outer layer inward, the inner ejecta should have a lower ionization
age than the outer ejecta. In fact, Fe ejecta in Tycho and SN 1006 are known to have a lower ionization age
compared to the intermediate-mass elements (Hwang & Gotthelf, 1997; Yamaguchi et al., 2008). In addition,
recent Suzaku observations of Tycho with deep exposure has revealed that Fe-Kβ emission has a smaller peak
radius than the Fe-Kα emission (Yamaguchi et al. 2013; Figure 1). Since the Kβ emission is induced by 3p→1s
transition following 1s-shell ionization, this is likely to originate from the more-recently-shocked ejecta with
extremely low ionization state (Fe∼8+; see also the New Spectral Features White Paper #17), showing clearly
the correlation between the radius and ionization age. With high-resolution spectra of SXS, we can more
accurately measure an ionization age of each independent element from the line centroid or ratio of their
emission (which is also essential to determine accurate abundance; Section 1).
As mentioned above, it was suggested that dimmer SNe Ia tend to have a larger velocity dispersion (Kasen et
al., 2009). We can explore the correlation between the Fe abundance and turbulence velocity of several SNRs.
This can also be done with the SXS. The SXI also help investigate large-scale ejecta asymmetry.
2.2.2 SN 1006: An exceptional target
Here we describe how these measurements provide insight into some of the key questions using SN 1006 as an
example. SN 1006 is an exceptionally important target for ASTRO-H. It is the remnant of the brightest super-
nova ever observed, a Type Ia explosion. In contrast, today its remnant is under-luminous at all wavelengths,
due to its location in a very low ambient density high above the Galactic plane. Its distance is reasonably well
determined to be 2.2 kpc, and its ∼30-arcminute extent makes it well suited for spatially resolved spectroscopy.
While its emission is dominated by bright bands of non-thermal emission in its NE and SW quadrants, the
X-rays from the interior arise from reverse shocked ejecta, characteristic of a Type Ia remnant. The proper
motion in the NE and NW filaments has been directly measured using Chandra observations at 5000 and 3000
km s−1, respectively.
Wu et al. (1983) detected high velocity, UV absorption lines from low ionization states of Fe and Si using IUE
observations of the Schweitzer-Middleditch (SM) star that lies close to the center of SN 1006 in projection. This
has provided invaluable information on the properties of the unshocked ejecta in SN 1006. With the SXS on
ASTRO-H we can measure the velocity structure of the shocked ejecta along very nearly the same line-of-sight.
SN 1006 has a reported measurement of an ion temperature based on X-ray data compared to an optically
determined velocity. In the X-ray, Vink et al. (2003) used the RGS on XMM-Newton to measure the widths
of the O VII and VIII K-shell lines coming from a knot on the northwestern edge. The width they measured,
σ = 3.4 ± 0.5 eV, indicates an oxygen temperature of kT ∼500 keV. This temperature, if assumed to arise from
the thermalization of the shock velocity according to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, kTi = (3/16)miv2s , implies
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a shock velocity of ∼4000 km s−1, broadly consistent with the value from optical studies. The main weakness of
this result is the assumption that turbulent velocities are negligible (i.e., the observed line broadening is purely
thermal). This concern can be addressed by the ASTRO-H SXS by studying the line widths across different
elemental species.
SN 1006’s integrated X-ray spectrum is dominated by non-thermal synchrotron emission from relativistic
electrons with energies approaching the TeV range (Koyama et al., 1995). But this emission only comes from
two bright “caps” located on the northeast and southwest rims of the remnant. As shown by Cassam-Chenaı¨
et al. (2008), the southeastern rim shows very faint radio emission and no non-thermal X-rays based on Chan-
dra observations. Cassam-Chenaı¨ et al. (2008) make the case for azimuthal variation of the efficiency of CR
acceleration around the rim of SN 1006: minimum in the SE and maximum in the NE and SW bright lobes.
Although there is no evidence for non-thermal emission from the southeast (and northwest rims), the emission
there appears to be entirely from shock-heated ejecta (e.g., Katsuda et al. 2013). Thus it is clear that there is
significant variation in the density of relativistic (non-Maxwellian) electrons around the rim of SN 1006. This
difference provides a unique opportunity to search for the effects of a non-Maxwellian electron distribution on
the emission line properties.
SN 1006 observations can therefore be used to address many of the questions of interest:
1. Identifying lines present in the X-ray spectrum, and using them to determine the abundances and state of
the plasma across the remnant (temperature, degree of equilibrium), as discussed in detail in Section 1
above.
2. Measuring the expansion velocity along the line of sight by separation of red and blue shifted compo-
nents. Measuring the velocity along the rims through line broadening. In principle it will be possible to
search for velocity differences among the individual elements (e.g., O vs. Si). Combining the expansion
measurement with the X-ray proper motions already determined by Chandra will provide an independent
measurement of the distance to SN 1006. This will not be subject to uncertainties in the interpretation of
the widths of optical Balmer lines, as the current most precise distance measurements are.
3. Determining the electron-ion temperature non-equilibration at various locations along the rim. It will be
possible to search for differences in ion temperatures among distinct ionization states and elements.
4. Detecting the effects of non-thermal particles on thermal emission: This could manifest itself in one
of two ways: either the lines are narrower than expected given the velocity, due to energy leakage into
cosmic-rays (e.g., Hughes et al. 2000a; Helder et al. 2009), or the lines are broader than expected due to
atomic interactions with accelerated ions (Tatisheff et al., 1998).
2.3 Targets & Feasibility
Many of these questions will be addressed by observing the same targets as mentioned in Section 1 above. We
present next specific feasibility estimates for two illustrative targets: SN 1006 and the LMC SNR 0519–69.0.
2.3.1 SN 1006: determining the expansion velocity in multiple elemental species
For SN 1006 ASTRO-H SXS simulations were performed for the center, NW rim and NE rim, based on emission
models derived from fitting Chandra ACIS and Suzaku XIS data. The inferred count rates for these regions are
0.11, 0.09, and 0.31 cts/s for the center, NW rim (outer half of the FOV), and the NE rim, respectively.
The center field spectrum included expansion velocities of +6000 km s−1 (redshift) and -5000 km s−1
(blueshift) for O, and +5000 km s−1 (redshift) and -4000 km s−1 (blueshift) for Si (see Figure 15). An ex-
posure time of 200 ks gives fairly tight constraints: ±3% for O Heα and ±10% for Si Heα. In reality, multiple-
ionization plasma along the line of sight may cause some additional uncertainties.
Thermal Doppler broadening was introduced into the NW rim and center spectra by adding thermal width to
the lines of σ = 2.4 eV (Vink et al., 2003). This width is clearly resolved in the 200 ks exposure of the center
and a 100 ks exposure of the NW rim.
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Figure 15: Simulated SXS observations of a pointing near the center of SN 1006 showing Oxygen (Left) and Silicon (Right) that
demonstrates how cleanly we will be able to separate the emission from the approaching (blue curves) and receding (red curves)
hemispheres of the expanding shell of ejecta.
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Figure 16: Simulated SXS spectrum of SNR 0519–69.0 with an exposure of 60 ksec. The widths of Si lines can be determined with an
error of ∼10%.
2.3.2 SNR 0519–69.0: bulk motion expansion
SNR 0519–69.0 is the second brightest (in soft X-rays) LMC remnant of Type Ia SN origin. In the optical band
this remnant shows a pure Balmer line spectrum (Tuohy et al., 1982) with a broad Hα component width of
2800 ± 300 km s−1. Similarly broad H Lyβ was detected in FUSE observations, which were used to constrain
the velocity of the forward shock to be 2600–4500 km s−1 (Ghavamian et al., 2007). The RGS spectrum (Ras-
mussen et al., 2002) shows broadened X-ray lines, likely due to the expansion velocity of the shell. Figure 16
shows a simulated SXS spectrum of SNR 0519–69.0 for a 60 ksec exposure, assuming a bulk motion velocity
broadening consistent with previous work. The widths of Si lines can be determined with an uncertainty of
∼10%.
2.3.3 Other ASTRO-H targets
Many of the questions discussed in this section will be addressed by observing the following SNRs: Tycho,
SN 1006, Cas A, SN 1987A, G1.9+0.1. Additional targets include Kepler, RCW 86, G292.0+1.8, 0509−67.5,
0519−69.0, and N63A.
Furthermore, SN 1987A (see Section 1.3.4) is a promising target for this science topic, particularly for
measuring the velocity structure of Mg, Si, S and Fe lines. Multiple pointings spanning several years will allow
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us to track the time variability of all emission components, and further address the topics discussed in Sections
1 and 3 as well.
2.4 Beyond Feasibility
The radial velocity structure of Cas A from the profile of the Fe-K line
For this “Beyond Feasibility” section we reach back to the Cassiopeia A simulation presented in Section
1.3.3. The general idea is to use a specific line profile to inform the radial velocity structure of that particular
species. It can be applied to any emission line from any remnant, but Cas A’s exceptional brightness makes it
the best case on which to attempt such a measurement.
Figure 9 (right panel) shows the detailed structure of the line emission from different charge states contribut-
ing to the Fe K line for an NEI model that matches the Suzaku Cassiopeia A observation. The expected bulk
motion of 3000 km s−1, included in the full spectrum that is plotted above the individual line contributions,
smears out the charge state structure. With some assumptions (e.g., that the thermodynamic state does not
vary strongly with radius) and sufficient signal, it may be possible to extract information on the radial velocity
distribution from the Fe-K line profile. Arriving at a robust result from this measurement will be challenging.
3 How Does the Thermal Plasma State of a Supernova Remnant Link with the
Efficiency of its Particle Acceleration?
3.1 Background and Previous Studies
Key questions to address in this topic area are: Where is the thermal emission in synchrotron-dominated SNRs?;
what is the partition of shock energy into bulk motions, thermal energy, and relativistic particles?
Supernova remnants have long been considered to be the primary acceleration sites of cosmic-ray particles
below the energy of the so-called knee in the cosmic ray spectrum, ∼1015 eV. The first evidence for multi-TeV
acceleration was the discovery of synchrotron X-ray emission from the shell of the supernova remnant SN 1006
(Koyama et al., 1995). Recent high quality morphological and spectral studies with the HESS TeV imager
combined with the X-ray imager such as ASCA, found a good keV-TeV correlation from RX J1713.7−3946
(Aharonian et al., 2004) and RXJ 0852.0−4622 (Aharonian et al., 2007), indicating that both the X-rays and
the TeV γ-rays are emitted by the TeV particles in the SNR shell. The extremely thin X-ray filaments with
a 0.02 pc width in SN 1006 (Bamba et al., 2003; Long et al., 2003), as well as the X-ray variability on time
scales of a year from RX J1713.7−3946 (Uchiyama et al., 2007) strongly support the efficient acceleration of
particles by SNR shocks. Up to now, many observational results support that supernova remnants (SNRs) are
major sources of galactic TeV cosmic rays.
Efficient acceleration of cosmic rays (CR) at a supernova shock has several observational consequences. First
is the increase in the compression factor above the typical factor of four assuming the Rankine-Huguniot jump
conditions. This has the effect of modifying the structure of the shocked region, particularly the gap between the
forward shock and the contact discontinuity (Decourchelle et al., 2000), an effect that has now been observed
in both Tycho (Warren et al., 2005) and SN 1006 (Cassam-Chenaı¨ et al., 2008; Miceli, 2012). Directly imaging
the gap requires the high angular resolution of Chandra, but the increased density enhances the ionization state
of the post-shock gas (Patnaude et al., 2009) and may therefore be observable by the ASTRO-H SXS.
Furthermore, recent 3D hydrodynamical simulations coupled with a non-linear acceleration model to account
for efficient particle acceleration show that the integrated thermal X-ray emission is reduced with particle back-
reaction, with the effect being more significant for the highest photon energies (e.g. Fe-K vs. O-K to Ne-K
energy band) (Ferrand et al., 2012). As well, the computed non-thermal emission maps and broadband spectra
(radio, X-rays and γ-rays) can be used to probe the presence of energetic ions at the shock (Ferrand et al.,
2014) since, in addition to impacting the dynamics of the shock and thermal X-ray emission (as mentioned
above), they impact the evolution of the magnetic field and thus the non-thermal emission from electrons.
High magnetic fields (>100µG) directly impact the synchrotron emission from electrons, by restricting their
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emission to thin rims, and indirectly impact the inverse Compton emission from electrons and the pion decay
emission from protons by shifting their cut-off energies to respectively lower and higher energies. Such high
magnetic fields have been in fact inferred from X-ray observations of non-thermal rims of bright and young
SNRs such as Tycho (e.g., Slane et al. 2014) and of synchrotron-dominated, efficient particle accelerators,
such as RX J1713.1−3946 (Uchiyama et al., 2007). For RX J0852.0–4622 (Vela Junior), however, the level of
magnetic field amplification remains an open question (Lee et al., 2013; Aharonian et al., 2007; Berezhko et
al., 2009; Bamba et al., 2005). Such effects can be observed with ASTRO-H SXS and HXI+SGD observations,
combined with high-resolution (Chandra or XMM-Newton) observations and multi wavelengths studies from
radio to TeV energies.
The level to which we can observe such effects strongly depends on the efficiency of CR acceleration at
the supernova shock. This efficiency can be as high as 50% (e.g. Morlino et al. 2013; Helder et al. 2009),
which represents a sizeable drain of energy from the thermal population. In this case the temperature of the
ions and electrons will be reduced with a measurable effect. In particular, for SNRs with accurately known
shock velocities (like those in the Magellanic Clouds or with shock velocities determined from broad Balmer
lines) it will be possible to combine shock velocity measurements with temperature measurements to search
for evidence of a reduced temperature due to efficient particle acceleration. This was done early on during the
Chandra mission for the young oxygen-rich SNR 1E 0102.2−7219 (Hughes et al., 2000a), where a significantly
lower electron temperature was measured compared to the shock velocity (lower even when non-equipartition
of electron-ion temperatures was included).
Another related topic concerns the lack of thermal X-ray emission from the synchrotron-dominated shell-
type SNRs, e.g., RX J1713.7−3946 and RX J0852.0−4622, for which CR acceleration efficiency is believed to
be high. The ASTRO-H SXS should take deep exposures near the non-thermal rims of these SNRs to detect or
set the best constraint on the thermal emission. Detecting a thermal signature will be a major discovery since
it will provide an estimate for the ambient medium density and thus allow us to confirm or refute the hadronic
vs. leptonic origin of their TeV γ-ray emission.
We also wish to highlight the injection mechanism of cosmic ray electrons. Electrons that enter into diffusive
shock acceleration must be pre-accelerated to supra-thermal energies (above ∼10 keV) to cross the shock front.
We currently do not understand how these energies are attained. The observational constraint of the energy
spectrum of supra-thermal electrons will bring critical information on the injection mechanism.
3.2 Prospects & Strategy
In order to carry out a study of the loss of shock energy to relativistic particles at the expense of the thermal
particles, we require “clean” shocks where the thermal emission is clearly from the post-shock flow (and not
further back or from a different component like the ejecta when studying the forward shock). The best possible
strategy for this involves observing a large Galactic remnant with well studied Balmer shocks. SN 1006 may
not be ideal, because of its strong ejecta emission and lack of X-ray emission from its interstellar forward shock.
RCW 86 may be the best candidate.
To address the injection problem, we have two approaches to detect supra-thermal electrons at the early stage
of the acceleration process: plasma diagnostics by high-resolution spectra with SXS and hard X-ray mapping
with HXI.
With the SXS, we can resolve the He-like triplet and Li-like satellite lines. The He-like resonance line ”w”
is sensitive to both thermal and supra-thermal population, while the dielectronic recombination (DR) satellite
lines such as ”j” and ”d13” are only sensitive to discrete energies in thermal domain (Gabriel & Phillips, 1979).
For thermal plasma, the line ratios ”d13”/”j” and ”w/j” are determined only by the temperature. If supra-thermal
electrons exist, however, the ratio ”w/j” is enhanced. The excess of ”w/j” above purely thermal case gives the
quantitative constraint to the energy spectrum of supra-thermal electrons. This method is originally proposed
and succeeded for solar flares (Gabriel & Phillips, 1979; Seely et al., 1987). The similar idea using H-like
resonance and the He-like satellite lines is also proposed for cluster plasma (Kaastra et al., 2009).
Hard X-ray imaging spectroscopy with HXI can also put constraints on the supra-thermal distribution of
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electrons. In solar flares, hard X-ray bursts have been observed preceding the rise of supra-thermal electrons
(Seely et al., 1987). Such direct bremsstrahlung would be detected from SNR shocks well above the cut-off
energy of synchrotron X-rays. While past hard X-ray observations were not able to bring significant results
(Kalemci et al., 2006; Vink, 2008), a deep observation with the superior imaging capability of HXI may detect
the emission for the first time. Mapping the bremsstrahlung emission from supra-thermal electrons would reveal
their spatial distribution behind the shocks, which gives additional information on the injection mechanism.
3.3 Targets & Feasibility
3.3.1 Cas A: non-thermal X-ray emission
Cas A is one of several SNRs from which non-thermal X-rays and TeV γ-rays have both been detected (X-rays:
Allen et al. 1997; Uchiyama & Aharonian 2008, TeV: Aharonian et al. 2001; Albert et al. 2007). In X-rays
Cassiopeia A seems to consist of a number of thermal and non-thermal X-ray emitting knots/filaments (Hughes
et al., 2000b; Hwang et al., 2004; Bamba et al., 2005). Although some non-thermal emission is associated
with the forward shock, the dominant source of non-thermal emission may be identified with the reverse shock
regions (Helder & Vink, 2008; Maeda et al., 2009). It therefore is a unique object in which we can study the
particle acceleration by the reverse shock, because for the other SNRs the acceleration seems to originate from
the forward shock region only (e.g., Parizot et al. 2006).
A long observation of Cas A will be gradually made over several years. Such a long-term observation gives
us a bonus to make a flux and spectral shape monitor of the synchrotron emission from the non-thermal high
energy electrons. Patnaude et al. (2011) showed that the soft X-ray continuum of Cas A has declined between
2000 and 2010. At the same time the spectrum has softened. This can be understood assuming a loss-limited
synchrotron spectrum, as the exponential cut-off energy depends solely on the braking of the shock velocity.
This is a reasonable interpretation, but should be clarified with a follow-up observation since the spectral slope
and flux is also dependent on an assumption of the limit (age or loss) and evolution of magnetic field, etc. (see
Vink 2012). Above ∼8 keV, the X-ray flux is dominated by the synchrotron emission (c.f., Maeda et al. 2009).
The wide band spectroscopy with the HXI and the SXI covers a band above the cut-off energy at possibly
∼3 keV (c.f., Maeda et al. 2009) up to ∼80 keV. The band is very sensitive to test if the cut-off origin fully
explain the spectra slope and flux seen in Chandra.
Cas A is also a plausible target for searching for supra-thermal electrons. The remnant has both the bright
radio emission from energetic electrons and strong K-shell lines from highly ionized Fe ions. As the reverse
shock is responsible for the accelerated particles as well as the metal-rich plasma in Cas A (Helder & Vink,
2008), the interaction between the supra-thermal electrons and Fe ions is naturally expected.
3.3.2 RX J1713.1–3946: the search for thermal line emission
The primary goal of an ASTRO-H observation of this powerful cosmic ray accelerator is to detect the expected
thermal line emission from the hot post-shock plasma, which has not been detected previously. In the absence
of a thermal component we are left without many useful diagnostic tools to characterize the shock properties
(i.e., ambient medium density, temperatures, ionization timescales). The high resolution spectral capabilities of
the SXS will allow the line emission to stand out above the strong non-thermal continuum. Two “big picture”
science questions that we aim to address are: (1) what is the ambient density – this gets at the interpretation of
the TeV gamma-ray emission (leptonic vs. hadronic) and (2) what is the thermal pressure behind the shock –
which gets at the fraction of shock energy going into thermal and relativistic particles.
Given the large size of this remnant (∼1◦ in diameter), the obvious question is where to point the SXS. The
NW rim is an attractive option because it is one of the X-ray brightest regions (see Suzaku XIS contours on the
H.E.S.S. image in the left panel of Figure 18), it is where the twinkling X-ray filaments are (Uchiyama et al.,
2007), there are radio filaments in the vicinity, and it is close to a molecular cloud (Slane et al., 1999).
This SNR has been extensively studied with XMM-Newton (Cassam-Chenaı¨ et al., 2004; Hiraga et al., 2005)
and Suzaku (Takahashi et al., 2008; Tanaka et al., 2008; Sano et al., 2013). We have verified, using these archival
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Figure 17: Left: Suzaku XIS 8–11 keV band image (Maeda et al. (2009)). The green circle is the region where the continuum emission
dominates. Right: Comparison of 4.2–6.0 keV flux in Cassiopeia A compared to the year 2000 observations by Patnaude et al. (2011)
using Chandra. The black curve and data correspond to changes in the whole SNR, while the red curve and data correspond to changes
in the western portion of Cassiopeia A only (Green circle in left figure). For reference, we show the 1.5–3.0 keV flux from Cassiopeia A
(fluxed at 1.85 keV) as well as the 4.2–6.0 keV emission from the cluster Abell 1795. The observed decline in the 4.2–6.0 keV emission
in Cassiopeia A corresponds to a fractional decline of −(1.5±0.17)% yr−1 across the whole SNR, and −(1.9±0.10)% yr−1 in the western
limb (Patnaude et al., 2011).
data, that the NW region is the best candidate for the thermal emission search. We note that the less absorbed
interior would be a good site for the detection of thermal X-ray emission from shock-heated ejecta; however
the SXS simulations show that the analysis will be complicated by the contamination from the Galactic ridge
X-ray emission and the low-surface brightness of the SNR interior.
We used a Chandra observation of the NW rim (ObsId: 12671, 90 ks nominal exposure) to estimate the level
of possible thermal contribution to the spectrum. Spectra were extracted from two regions, each the size of
the full SXS array (3.05′×3.05′), from one location with bright filamentary emission (NW1) and another with
fainter diffuse emission (NW2) as shown in Figure 18 (middle panel). A modified version of the Chandra data
was made by spreading the detected events around by the point-spread-function (PSF) of the ASTRO-H soft
X-ray telescope, assumed to be the same for all photon energies. The smoothed image is the right panel of
Figure 18. The bright region yielded fewer extracted events (90%) while the faint region produced more events
(130%) when using the data set with the simulated PSF of ASTRO-H. This level of contamination should not
be a concern.
Fits were initially done with a naive model consisting of an absorbed power-law model (phabs+pow). For
the bright NW1 region the χ2 of the fit is acceptable (421/463 d.o.f.), although a pattern of low energy residuals
was left (see top left panel of Figure 19). Note that similar patterns of low energy residuals are apparent in high
signal-to-noise Suzaku spectra (Takahashi et al., 2008). Inclusion of a thermal component (single temperature,
solar abundance mekal model) resulted in a significant reduction of χ2 (397/461 d.o.f.) for a temperature
kT = 0.21 ± 0.3 keV and norm 4.9 × 10−3 (see top right panel of Figure 19). Next we introduced a more
conservative model to describe the continuum, the so-called srcut model which produces a gently curving
spectrum throughout the X-ray band, which is believed to more accurately reflect the underlying physics of the
emission. This model by itself does a better job at fitting the continuum than the pure power-law case (407/463
d.o.f.). Again the fit is improved if we include a thermal component and we get essentially the same χ2 and
best-fit temperature as before. However the spectral norm of the mekal model is reduced by about a factor of
two (norm = 1.8 × 10−3).
Simulated SXS spectra show prominent lines that stand out above the continuum from O VIII (1s-np series),
Ne IX (forbidden, inter-combination, and resonance), Ne X, and the strong 15 Å line blend of Fe XVII (see
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Figure 18: (Left) Images of RX J1713.1−3946 from H.E.S.S. and Suzaku XIS (contours) (Aharonian et al. 2004). (Middle) Chandra
observation of the NW rim showing the two regions used to simulate SXS spectra (boxes) and the region used for background. (Right)
Chandra smoothed to approximate the ASTRO-H point-spread-function.
bottom panels in Figure 19). According to our simulations such high signal-to-noise spectra are going to require
100 ks to 300 ks of exposure, assuming that our estimates of the thermal emission inferred from the Chandra
data accurately describe the true thermal emission from the forward shock in RX J1713.1−3946.
Note that there is strong interest in this target from White Paper #18, the Shock Acceleration task force team.
We have not investigated here the constraints on the broadband continuum emission from joint fits to the SXS,
SXI, and HXD, since this is addressed in WP#18.
3.3.3 Other ASTRO-H targets
Other promising ASTRO-H targets for addressing this science topic include RCW 86, RX J0852.0−4622, and
SN 1006. For RCW 86, 1–2 ASTRO-H pointings at the northeast rim will allow a measurement of the degree
of equipartition. Measuring the line widths in that region will determine the effect of non thermal particles.
For RX J0852.0−4622 (Vela Junior), ASTRO-H pointings at the rim and interior will allow us (like for RX
J1713.1−3946) to characterize the properties of the ambient medium (and possibly ejecta) by searching for line
emission from this synchrotron-dominated SNR. For SN 1006 which has both thermal and non-thermal X-ray
emission, the bright non-thermal limbs, strongly correlated with TeV emission observed with HESS (Acero et
al. 2010), will make a good ASTRO-H target to address the acceleration efficiency in this Ia SNR, in comparison
to the synchrotron-dominated SNRs like RX J1713.1−3946. In addition, mapping the synchrotron-dominated
limbs in all these SNRs with HXI will help determine the shape of the electron energy distribution beyond the
synchrotron cutoff (of relevance to WP#18).
3.4 Beyond Feasibility
Narrow Fe-K emission lines in Tycho: Evidence for cosmic ray acceleration at the reverse shock
This “Beyond Feasibility” section refers back to the Tycho simulation presented in Section 1.3.1. The reverse
shock speed in Tycho can be estimated to be ∼4000 km s−1 using the expansion velocity of the Fe-Kα line
measured by Suzaku (Hayato et al., 2010). With the Rankine-Hugoniot shock jump conditions we derive an
ion temperature of kTFe = 3/16MFev2RS ∼ 2 MeV. This seems to be the most likely situation for Tycho and,
therefore, the simulations presented above included this amount of line broadening. However, if cosmic ray
acceleration is efficient at the reverse shock in Tycho, then the ion temperature could be much lower. Therefore,
if we detect Fe-K emission lines much narrower than ∼1 MeV, it would suggest that cosmic ray acceleration is
efficient at the reverse shock, which would be a major breakthrough in this field.
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Figure 19: (Top left) Chandra spectrum of region NW1 in RX J1713.1−3946 with best fit absorbed power-law fit. (Top right) The same
spectrum now shown with the best-fit model after the inclusion of an additive mekal thermal model. The best fit thermal component
is plotted in red. (Bottom left) Simulated SXS spectrum of the NW1 region assuming a 100 ks exposure using the best fit absorbed
power-law plus mekal fit from the Chandra data. (Bottom right) Simulated SXS spectrum of the fainter NW2 region assuming a 300
ks exposure using the best fit absorbed power-law plus mekal fit from the Chandra data.
4 Summary
Young SNRs represent the best astrophysical probes for studying a wide range of fundamental questions, from
the formation of the chemical elements to the acceleration of cosmic rays to very high energies, to the creation
of some of the most exotic objects in the Universe. We have highlighted in this White Paper some of the
important topics for young SNR studies that we expect to carry out with ASTRO-H, in particular with the SXS
that will open a new discovery window to tackle fundamental questions in supernova remnant and cosmic
ray astrophysics. We have not stressed here ASTRO-H’s broadband capability to be provided with combined
SXI, HXI and SGD studies, filling an important energy gap between current X-ray missions and gamma-ray
missions; however this important aspect of the ASTRO-H mission is addressed in the Acceleration White Paper
(#18). As well, the Old SNRs+PWNe White Paper (#8) highlights science topics for older SNRs and Pulsar
Wind Nebulae (which would be also relevant to the ISM and new physics), and the Highly Magnetized Neutron
Stars White Paper (#4) focuses on their (associated) compact objects’ science.
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